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ON WITTGENSTEIN'SPHILOSOPHYOF
MATHEMATICS
HilaryPutnamand James Conant
II-James Conant

Putnamsays, in his contributionto this symposium,thathis
Wittgensteinis neither a philosophical realist, nor a an antirealist, but only someone who is concerned to defend
'commonsenserealism'.' Whatdoes that mean?
The following represents an attempt to get clearer about the
approach to reading Wittgenstein that Putnam recommends. I
begin by canvassinga fairly standardproposalfor whatis involved
in offeringa 'realist'interpretationof Wittgenstein2anda proposal
for how to oppose such an interpretation;and I try to see why
Putnam'sWittgensteinis not the one who figuresin eitherof these
proposals.I thentryto underscoresome of the differencesbetween
Putnam's approach to Wittgenstein and that of various other
commentatorsby elaboratingsome of his suggestions concerning
how to read (and how not to read) Lectures XXV and XXVI of
Wittgenstein's1939 Lectureson the Foundationsof Mathematics
and, in particular,Wittgenstein's enigmatic discussion in those
lectures of G. H. Hardy's claim that mathematicalpropositions
correspondto a reality'.
Alternativeways of reading Wittgenstein.Simon Blackburnoffers
a helpfuloverview of whathe takesto be the threedifferentclusters
of interpretationsof Wittgenstein'slater work that dominate 'the
1. Putnam's contribution is published in Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society,
SupplementaryVolume LXX (July 1996), pp. 243-264. It, in turn,is a shortenedversionof
a longer paper.All subsequentunqualifiedreferencesto page numbersare to the version in
Proceedings of the AristotelianSociety.
2. When I say 'a fairly standardproposal for what is involved in offering a "realist"
interpretationof Wittgenstein', I mean standardmostly among those who reject such an
interpretationand preferto readWittgensteinas some sort of anti-realist.
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contemporary scene'.3 The first cluster-as Blackburn summarizes it-'makes Wittgenstein into a... "realist"of a fairly
specific kind'-one who affirms that 'we need not blush to talk
abouttruth,facts, knowledge, andcertainty'in areassuch as ethics
any more than in any other area in which 'realistic thought and
language is perfectly in place'; the second cluster takes
Wittgensteinto be committedto some sortof anti-realist(or quasirealist) position with respect to 'areas' such as ethics;4 the third
cluster insists that Wittgensteinis rightly seen as neithera realist
nor an anti-realistbut a quietist who eschews the resolution of
philosophicalproblems.
Blackburn seems to take these three alternatives, as he
characterizes them, to exhaust the standing alternatives for
interpreting Wittgenstein. Blackburn himself opts without
hesitationfor the second, on the groundsthatthe firstalternativeis
exegetically and the third philosophically unsustainable.Of the
three,the second is the optionwhich Putnam,in his contributionto
this symposium,is most clearly concernedto reject.5Where then
are we to locate Putnam'sWittgensteinon Blackburn'sgrid?Well,
Putnamstartsoff by saying that his 'aim in this essay is to show
thatWittgenstein'sworkas a whole defendscommonsenserealism'
(p. 243), and, indeed, this fits a recent trendin Putnam'swork of
purportingto expound Wittgensteinwhile, all the while, proudly
flying the bannerof (something Putnamcalls) realism.6All this
suggests thathis interpretationfalls squarelyinto Blackburn'sfirst
category.But later on, in his contributionto this symposium, we
find a numberof remarkswhich will seem to Blackburnto tend in
a contrary direction. The following passage will suffice as a
preliminaryexample: 'The problem with commonsense realism,
many will say, is that it isn't a philosophical position at all.
Wittgensteinianswill agree;Wittgensteinhimself tells us thatit is
not his intentionto put forward"theses"'(p. 251). Now this would
3. Simon Blackburn, 'Review of Paul Johnston, Wittgensteinand Moral Philosophy'
(Ethics, April 1993); p. 588.
4. Commentatorswho fall within this clusterare permittedto differ over the nice question
whetherWittgensteinhimself realizedthathe was so committed.
5. I will not attempt,in what follows, to rehearseor assess Putnam'sreasons for rejecting
this option. My business lies elsewhere:in tryingto get cleareraboutthe option he doesn't
reject.
6. See, for example,chapters12-15 of Putnam'sWordsand Life (Cambridge,Ma.:Harvard
UniversityPress, 1994).
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seem to smack more of Blackburn'sthird category: the quietist
interpretation.If one accepts Blackburn'sway of specifying the
options for readingWittgenstein,then the simultaneouspresence
in Putnam'sessay of remarksof the formerkind(whichsuggestthat
he opts for a 'realist'interpretation)and remarksof the latterkind
(which suggest thathe opts for a 'quietist'interpretation)will seem
to provide grounds for concluding that Putnam does not really
know who he wants his Wittgensteinto be.
I shall assume otherwise. If Putnam'sreading of Wittgenstein
can be so easily seen not to fall neatlyinto any of Blackburn'sthree
standingalternativesfor how to readWittgenstein(and, indeed, if
Wittgenstein's own remarks about what he is up to, exhibit a
similar irresoluteness)then, before concluding that Putnam (or
Wittgensteinhimself) does not know what he wants, we should
take a closer look at the philosophical assumptions built into
Blackburn'sway of carvingup the logical space of possible ways
of readingof Wittgenstein.
II
A kind of 'realist' Wittgensteinis not. Blackburnsays that those
who belong to the firstcategoryof interpreters'makeWittgenstein
into a "realist" of a fairly specific kind'-and he cites John
McDowell, Sabina Lovibond and Susan Hurley as exemples of
commentatorswho make Wittgensteininto a 'realist'of this kind.
Is Putnam'sWittgensteina furtherexample of a 'realist' of this
fairly specific kind? Judging from Blackburn's preliminary
characterizationof the kind (as resting on the affirmationthat 'we
need not blush to talk abouttruth,facts, knowledge, and certainty'
in areassuch as ethics andmathematicsany morethanin any other
area),the answerwould appearto be affirmative.But, as Blackburn
goes on to refine his characterizationof the kind, it becomes less
and less clear that this is the right answer.The crucial refinement
comes when we are further told that proponents of this
interpretationhold thatfor Wittgensteinin ethics and mathematics
'truth,knowledge,andthe restarein place as firmlyandin thesame
way as everywhereelse' [my emphasis].
Let us begin by consideringa Wittgensteinwho at least at first
can seem to be-and who Blackburntakesto be-a 'realist'of this
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fairly specific kind: Sabina Lovibond's Wittgenstein.7 Lovibond
writes:
What Wittgenstein offers us... is a homogenous or 'seamless'
conception of language. It is a conception free of invidious
comparisons between different regions of discourse.... On this
view, the only legitimaterole for the idea of 'reality'is thatin which
it is coordinatedwith... the metaphysicallyneutralidea of 'talking
about something'.... It follows that 'reference to an objective
reality' cannot intelligibly be set up as a target which some
propositions-or rather,some utterancescouched in the indicative
mood-may hit, while others fall short. If something has the
grammatical form of a proposition, then it is a proposition:
philosophicalconsiderationscannotdiscreditthe way in which we
classify linguisticentities for other,non-philosophical,purposes....
The only way, then, in which an indicative statementcan fail to
describe reality is by not being true-i.e. by virtue of reality not
being as the statementdeclaresit to be....
Thus Wittgenstein'sview of languageconfirmsus-provisionally,
at least-in the pre-reflectivehabit of treatingas 'descriptive',or
fact-stating,all sentences which qualify by grammaticalstandards
as propositions. Instead of confining the descriptive function to
those partsof language that deal with a natural-scientificsubjectmatter,it allows that function to pervade all regions of discourse
irrespectiveof content....
Wittgenstein's view of language implicitly denies any metaphysical role to the idea of 'reality';it denies thatwe can drawany
intelligible distinctionbetween those partsof assertoricdiscourse
which do, and those which do not, genuinely describe reality.8
Lovibond's Wittgenstein refuses to draw any metaphysically
invidious distinctions between different regions of assertoric
discourse; he takes language to be 'metaphysically homogenous'.
He acknowledges that there are various dimensions along which
we might distinguish regions of discourse; but he holds that all of
7. I say 'who at least atfirst can seem to be a "realist"of this fairly specific kind' because
as one reads furtheron (than the passages quoted below) in Lovibond's book-into the
portionsof herbook in which she attemptsto accountfor the differencesbetweenethicaland
other kinds of knowledge, and to do justice to what she takes to be the genuine insights
underlying non-cognitivism about ethics (concerning which the non-cognitivist himself
provides a metaphysical misconstrual)-it becomes increasing doubtful that her
Wittgensteinqualifiesas a 'realist'of Blackburn's'fairlyspecifickind'.But, since my present
business is to defend Putnam'sWittgenstein,I will confine my remarksabout 'Lovibond's
Wittgenstein'to the passagesfromherquotedbelow, pretending(along with Blackburn)that
her Wittgensteindoes so qualify and thus riding roughshodover many of the details of her
elegant and nuancedreadingof Wittgenstein.
8. SabinaLovibond,Realismand Imaginationin Ethics (Oxford:Blackwell, 1983), pp. 2527, 36.
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these regions stand in the same relationto reality.Each region of
discoursedescribesorrepresentswhatis the case. Ethicaldiscourse
representsethical features of reality, and so on. The differences
between differentregions of discourselie not in how they bear on
reality,but only in what they bear on. Ethical, mathematicaland
empirical discourse are each concerned with a different kind of
featureor aspect of reality.
Blackburn'sresponseto this would seem to be: 'Thisis supposed
to be a readingof Wittgenstein?'Here is whathe says:
This interpretation
wouldbe nice if therewere evidencefor it.
it fliesin the face of innumerable
Unfortunately
texts,andindeed
of the whole spiritof the laterWittgenstein.
Farfromfindinga
fundamentalidentity in our different assertoric activities,
Wittgensteinwants to force the differencebetween different
'languagegames' right down our throats.He is constantly
a superficialsimilarityof linguistic
suggestingthat underneath
formthereis a deep differenceof function.Thereis no areahe
consideredin thelaterworkwherethisapproach
is notfound.9
Blackburnevidently has trouble taking what he calls a 'realist'
interpretationseriously as a reading of Wittgenstein.What is the
sourceof his incredulity?Herearetwo thingsBlackburnsays about
Wittgenstein: (1) he constantly wants to force the difference
between differentlanguagegames right down our throats,and (2)
he is constantlysuggestingthatundemeatha superficialsimilarity
of linguistic form thereis a deep differenceof function.He notices
remarksof Lovibond'swhichappearto deny (2), 10andhe thustakes
her to be concernedto deny (1) as well. Withrespectto the generic
denialof( 1),he seems to me to be quitemistakenaboutLovibond;11
but with respectto the denialof (2), Blackburndoes have his finger
on a substantive difference between himself and Lovibond-a
difference that is made all the sharper by the (unnecessarily)
extremetermsin which Lovibondexpressesher denial of (2).
9. Blackburn,op. cit., p. 589.
10. Remarkssuch as 'thedescriptivefunctionpervadesall regionsof discourseirrespective
of content'.
11. In so far as it is importantto Blackburnto claim that a 'realist'readingof Wittgenstein
fails to acknowledge that 'Wittgensteinwants to force the difference between different
"language games" right down our throats', it is by no means clear that Lovibond's
Wittgensteincan furnish an example of what Blackburnwants to call a 'realist'. For her
Wittgensteinis as interestedas Blackburn'sis in the differencebetween different'language
games', but locates the source of the differences in a different place (namely, in what
Lovibondcalls 'differencesin relationshipsof intellectualauthority').
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In her eagernessto deny (2), Lovibondallows herself to wander
into formulationsof the doctrine she attributesto Wittgenstein
which are very difficultto sustainexegetically.The clash between
what Wittgensteinhimself says and what she says on his behalf is
perhaps most evident in her attributionto Wittgenstein of the
principle that 'if something has the grammatical form of a
proposition,thenit is a proposition'.12Wittgenstein,on Lovibond's
readingof him, would seem to be positively hostile to the idea that
there could so much as be a significantphilosophicaltask which
consistsin theinvestigationof whether,in a given case, anindicative
sentencewhich appearsto be a propositionis only misleadinglyof
thatappearance.More to ourpresentpurpose,he would seem to be
equally hostile to the idea that there could be a significant
philosophicaltaskwhichconsists in the investigationof whether,in
a given case, a propositionwhich appearsto be of a particularsortsay, for example, a description-is only misleadingly of that
appearance.13Yet,if anycredenceis to be lentto Wittgenstein'sown
descriptions of what he is up to, the prosecution of these twin
philosophicaltaskswould appearto formthe centralbusinessof the
betterpartof his corpus (both early and late). Hence Blackburn's
incredulity.The first of these tasks is summarizedin ?464 of
PhilosophicalInvestigations:'My aim is: to teachyou to pass from
a piece of disguisednonsenseto somethingthatis patentnonsense.'
In so far as this is Wittgenstein'sprofessedaim in philosophy,it is
arguablethatno principleis morebasic to his philosophicalpractice
thanthe negation of the one which Lovibond ascribesto him: not
everythingwhich appearsto be a propositionis one.14Allusions to
the secondtaskcanbe foundin Wittgenstein'swarningsto his reader
againstmistakinga certainsort of proposition'whose form makes
it look like an empiricalproposition'for an empiricalproposition,
or againstconstruingthe grammarof a certainsortof expression'on
the model of "objectanddesignation"'.15Arguablythe secondmost
basicprincipleto Wittgenstein's philosophicalpracticemightbe put
12. Lovibond,op. cit., p. 26.
13. This shortcomingof Lovibond'sreadingof Wittgensteinis discussedby CoraDiamond
in her article 'Wittgenstein,Mathematicsand Ethics' (in The CambridgeCompanionto
Wittgenstein,edited by Hans Sluga and David Stem, Cambridge University Press:
Cambridge,1997). Throughoutthe remainderof this essay, I am indebtedto this articleand
to conversationswith CoraDiamondon these topics.
14. See, for example, PhilosophicalInvestigations,?520.
15. As in ?251 and ?293 respectivelyof PhilosophicalInvestigations.
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somewhat tendentiouslyas follows: not every propositionwhich
appearsto be a descriptionis one.
In so far as Lovibond's formulationstend towardsdenying that
Wittgensteinholds to eitherof these principles,it is difficultnot to
sympathizewith Blackburn'ssense thatwhat we arebeing offered
is no longer a reading of Wittgenstein. For Wittgenstein is
constantly concerned to show us how we can be misled by the
similaritiesof grammaticalappearancebetween empiricalpropositions, on the one hand, and ethical or mathematical or
psychologicalpropositions,on the other;andhow these superficial
similaritieshide from us the distinctive kind of relation each of
these latterkindsof propositionbearsto reality.His pointis not that
we cannot use the word 'description'to encompass all of these
differentcases.16But thatwe will misleadourselvesif we suppose
that, among all these diverse sorts of proposition,thereruns some
common threadwhich is usefully characterizedas the descriptive
function.17

One hint as to why Lovibond might feel wedded to the claim
thatit is Wittgenstein'sview that 'thedescriptivefunctionpervades
all regions of discourse' emerges in her characterizationof what
she takes the alternativeto her own readingof Wittgensteinto be.
She does not see how to allow for the passages in Wittgenstein's
work which run contrary to her reading without ascribing to
Wittgensteina conceptionof realitythat she justly feels he would
wish to set himself against:a conception of reality as a target ('a
target which some propositions-or rather, some utterances
couchedin the indicativemood-may hit, while othersfall short').
She appears to think that the alternativeto (what she calls) 'a
homogenous view of language' must be such a conception: a
conception which assigns (what she calls) 'a metaphysicalrole to
the idea of "reality"'-so that any readingof Wittgensteinwhich
denies that he holds the principle she ascribes to him (that
everything which appears to be a description is one) thereby
ascribesto him an intentionof seeking to ranksentencesinto those
that are metaphysicallyfirst-class (and really do representthings
16. This is what is 'somewhattendentious'aboutmy formulationof the second most basic
principleto Wittgenstein'sphilosophicalpractice:it makes it seem as if his concernwere to
legislate how to use the word 'description'.
17. See, for example, Philosophical Investigations,?24 ('think how many differentkinds
of thing are called "description"'),and ??290-291 ('the word"describe"tricksus here').
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as they are) and those that are metaphysicallysecond-class (and
purportto-but do not really-represent things as they are).
Locating where Putnam'sWittgensteinstands in regardto the
disagreementbetween Lovibondand Blackburnis a trickymatter.
To the extent that Blackburnis merely concerned to affirm that
Wittgenstein does indeed hold to his two 'basic principles'
(enunciatedin the precedingparagraphbuttwo), Putnamwill want
to side with Blackburn. But there is something in Lovibond's
'realism'which Putnamwants, nevertheless,to try to hang on tothe idea that ethical and mathematicalpropositionsare bonafide
instancesof assertoricdiscourse:ethicalandmathematicalthought
representformsof reflectionthatareas fully governedby normsof
truthand validity as any otherform of cognitive activity.But he is
not friendly to the idea that, in order safeguard the cognitive
credentialsof ethics or mathematics,one must thereforesuppose
that ethical or mathematicalthoughtbears on reality in the same
way as ordinaryempiricalthought;so that,in orderto safeguardtalk
of the truthof propositionssuch as 'it is wrong to breaka promise'
or '2+2=4', one must suppose that, like ordinary empirical
propositions,suchpropositions,in each sortof case, 'describe'their
own peculiarsortof stateof affairs.Thereis an assumptionat work
herethatPutnamwantsto reject-one whichunderliesBlackburn's
way of distinguishing'realism'andanti-realism'-the assumption
that there are just two ways to go: either (i) we accept a general
philosophicalaccountof the relationbetween languageandreality
according to which all indicative sentences are to be classified
equally as 'descriptionsof reality';or (ii) we accept an alternative
philosophicalaccountof the relationbetween languageandreality
which rests on a metaphysically-groundeddistinction between
those sentences which do genuinely describe reality (and whose
cognitive credentialsare thereforeto be taken at face value) and
those which merely purportto describereality (and whose claims
to truthare thereforeto be takenas chimerical).
III
A kindof 'anti-realist'Wittgensteinis not. Putnam'sinterpretation
clearlydoes not qualifyas 'realist'in Blackburn's('fairly specific')
sense, in so far as it explicitly repudiatesa central tenet of that
realism-that language is (as Lovibond puts it) 'metaphysically
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homogenous', that in ethics and mathematics(as Blackburnputs
it) 'truth,knowledge, and the rest are in place in the same way as
everywhereelse'. This repudiationcan be found in a passage such
as the following:
The problem in all of these cases... is that we wish to impose a
of what it is to be true, a patterndevised largely from the
successes of the physical science, on all of our discourse.... In
contrast, the Wittgensteinianstrategy,I believe, is to argue that
while there is such a thing as correctness in ethics... [and] in
mathematics,the way to understandthat is not by tryingto model
it on the ways in which we get thingsrightin physics, but by trying
to understandthe life we lead with our concepts in each of these
distinct areas.The problemsin the philosophyof mathematicsare
not precisely the same as the problemsin metaethics...because the
way the concepts work is not the same in these differentareas,but
what drives the sense that there is a problem-a problem which
calls for either a 'skeptical solution' or an absurdmetaphysicscan be the very same preconceptionsabout what 'genuine' truth,
or 'genuine'referencemust look like. (pp. 262-4)

pattern

Putnam's Wittgenstein denies here precisely what Blackburn's
'realist' is most concerned to affirm: that the kind of relation
propositions bear to reality conforms throughoutall regions of
assertoricdiscourseto a single pattern.Putnaminsists ratherthatin
ethics, in mathematics,and in physics 'the way the concepts work
is not the same', andthatthe avoidanceof philosophicalconfusion
concerningthe differencesbetween such conceptscan be won only
at the cost of a painstaking philosophical labour of 'trying to
understandthe life we lead with our concepts in each of these
distinct areas'. Putnam's Wittgenstein thus shares with the
Wittgenstein who figures in Blackburn's second cluster of
interpretationsa commitmentto the following two ideas: (1) that
superficial similarities of linguistic form can mask profound
differencesin function;(2) thatwe must come to understandthese
differencesif we are to avoid being misled, in our philosophizing,
by them.
To see where the differences lie between Putnam's and
Blackburn'spreferredways of refusing (what Blackburncalls)
'realism',considerhow Blackburncharacterizesthe philosophical
moralswhich he thinksareto be drawnfromWittgenstein'sefforts
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'to force the differencebetween different"language-games"right
down our throats':
[Wittgenstein]is constantly suggesting that underneatha
superficial
similarityof linguisticformthereis a deepdifferenceof
function.Thereis noareaheconsidered
in thelaterworkwherethis
is notfound.Philosophical
approach
statementsarenotwhatthey
appear;they are rulesof grammar.
Mathematical
statementsare
oftennotwhattheyappear;theydo nothavetheuse of statements
but of rules. Apparentself-descriptionsare not what they appear;
avowals are forms of self-expression. Statements attributing
consciousness to others, or describingacts as voluntary,have the
use of expressionsof attitude.Ethicaland aestheticandtheological
assertionsare not what they appear;the form of life in which they
are found is not thatof describinghow the world is but of reacting
emotionallyto it.
Bully for Wittgenstein, say I. But now remember too that
'philosophyleaves everythingas it is.' So can we continueto talk
of truth,fact, knowledge,andthe restin these non-descriptiveareas
without blushing? It seems a good question, and I do not think
Wittgensteinever confrontedit squarely.His answeris going to be
that we can, but it is not at all plain how he gets to it, for the
difference of activity he harps on is introduced precisely by
contrast with describingandrepresentingthe way of the world,and
those arethe activitiesthatmost obviously must conformto norms
of truthandfact.Wittgensteinseems to leave unfinishedbusiness....
The business would be understandinghow ejaculations,expressions of emotion, rules, and the rest can properlydon the garb of
assertionsin the firstplace.18

There are two tendencies at play in how Blackburncharacterizes
what emerges from Wittgenstein's grammatical investigations
which Putnamis boundto regardas unfaithfulto Wittgenstein.
The firstis a tendencyto characterizenon-descriptiveforms of
linguistic activity so that (in refusing to assimilate them to the
categoryof descriptions)one assimilatestheminsteadto some nondiscursive category-so that they no longer seem to qualify even
as regions of assertoric discourse. Blackburndoes not say-as
Wittgensteinis forever saying-that it helps to mitigate certain
puzzling featuresof a given language-gameif one compares (an
aspect of) what one is doing in thus using language with certain
non-linguisticforms of behaviour.Blackburnsuggests ratherthat
what Wittgensteinis concerned to claim is that certain forms of
18. Blackburn,op. cit., p. 589.
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wordsthatappearto be descriptionsare (not only not descriptions,
but) not even, in any obvious sense, assertionsat all-what they
really are is, mere ejaculations,or mere expressions of feeling, or
mere forms of emotional reaction. If one thinks this is what
Wittgenstein is saying, then one is bound to think that he left
unfinished philosophical business (namely, the business of
addressingthe question:how can one 'continueto talkof truth,fact,
knowledge, and the rest' in connection with mere ejaculationsor
sub-cognitiveemotionalreactionsor otherbits of intrinsicallynonassertoric behaviour?). Such a characterizationof these (nondescriptive)regions of discourseinvites us to conceive of them as
being, in the first instance, utterly without connection to those
regions of our discoursethatmost obviously do conformto norms
of truth and fact, and hence threatensto render them no longer
regions of discourse at all. Once this threat is realized, any
subsequentrescue attempt(which allows one to continueto speak
along with the vulgar of truth, fact, knowledge, and the rest in
connection with these 'regions') comes too late. It will amountto
nothing more than an attemptto show how variousforms of nonassertoriclinguistic behaviourcan (as Blackburnputs it) 'don the
garb of assertions', while remainingin substance,underneaththe
misleadingoutwardgarb,a wholly distinctkind of performanceone thatfalls outside the game of truthand falsity altogether.
The second of the two tendencies (at play in how Blackburn
characterizes what emerges from Wittgenstein's grammatical
investigations)is a tendencyto set-upa single overarchingcontrast:
on the one hand,thereis languagewhich 'describesandrepresents
the way of the world', and, on the otherhand,thereis all this other
stuff-and then examples follow, such as mere ejaculations,mere
forms of emotional reaction, etc. A general positive characterization of 'all this other stuff' is thereby insinuatedthroughthe
characterof the examples.The bulk of this otherstuff looks as if it
could be summedup in some single headingsuch as 'all this merely
expressive stuff'. It then looks as if there is a single outstanding
philosophicalquestion:how can talk of truth,knowledge and the
rest gain a foothold with respect to this latter sort of (merely
expressive)stuff. So we appearto have an obligationto look for the
story which answers this question (and it can seem as if
Wittgensteinhas inexcusablyevaded this obligation).
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The differencesWittgensteinseeks to teacharenot (as Blackburn
tends to suggest) primarilyones that obtain between one central
kind of statement(namely descriptivestatements)and the rest of
language,but, more often thannot, ones thatobtainwithinthe very
broadcategoryof uses of languagethatarenot primarilyconcerned
with representingor describingthe world.WhereBlackburnseeks
to erect a single broad(non-descriptive)categoryandpose a single
question about all of the cases which fall underit ('how do these
sorts of propositionall manage to don the garb of assertions?'),
Wittgensteinis concerned to show us how different the various
cases which fall under this category are from each other. If one
looks at what Wittgensteinhas to say about the examples which
Blackburn himself adduces-avowals, mathematical theorems,
ethical statements-it is evident that he thinks that each of these
regions of discourse has its own distinctive grammar,and that
precisely what confuses us is our tendency to run these cases
together with each other (as well as with ordinary empirical
statements).Each of these non-descriptiveregions, according to
Wittgenstein,is caught up in the business of speaking truthin a
different way. The anti-realist'sdeterminationto find the story
(about how all these regions of our discourse are to be brought
within the scope of a single contrastwith empiricaldescription)is
thus identified by Wittgenstein as being as great a source of
mischief as the determinationof (whatBlackburncalls) the 'realist'
to finda single overarchingstoryabouthow each sortof proposition
correspondsto its own region of reality.
IV
A preliminary example: avowals. To further see the difference
between Blackburn'sand Putnam'sWittgensteins,it will help to
explore for a momenta preliminaryexample-one thatBlackburn
himself adduces,thatof avowals.
Wittgenstein'sinterestin avowalsrestsexclusively on aninterest
in dispelling the philosophicalpuzzlementoccasioned by certain
features of avowals. One such feature is that they possess firstpersonauthority.If we takethis authorityto be continuouswith the
sort of authority that ordinary empirical reports possess-yet
somehowextraordinarilyless corrigible-we areboundto become
puzzled. Wittgensteinsuggests that, if we wish to understandthe
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natureof the authorityof avowals, we do well to considerthe sort
of (internal)relationthatobtainsbetweena smile andthejoy which
the smile expresses, and then to consider the way in which
linguistic avowals often play the same sortof expressiverole in our
lives that such pre-linguisticnon-verbalforms of behaviour,such
as smiles, play. The point of the comparisonis to bring out the
expressive dimension of avowals (because it is partlya neglect of
that dimension,Wittgensteinthinks,thatrendersthe phenomenon
of first-personauthoritypuzzling).
The point of such a comparisonhowever is not therebyto strip
avowals of their assertoricdimension.If one sees non-descriptive
uses of languageas being simplya formof non-assertoriclanguageuse, one will obscure from view how such uses of language
interweavewith those regions of ourdiscoursethatmost obviously
do conformto normsof truthand fact. When I say 'I am happy', I
am expressing my happiness through a linguistic mode of
behaviour.But such an utterancecannot simply be equatedwith a
cry of joy. For when I say 'I am happy'thereis somethingwhich is
my telling the truthwith respectto this matter.If I say 'I am happy',
I issue an inference-license, and you may now say of me 'He is
happy'; and what you say of me, assuming I am telling the truth,
will be true. The grammaticaland logical relations that obtain
between my statementand yours cannot obtain between a nonassertoricbit of behaviQuranda statement-say, betweenmy smile
or my cry of joy andyour saying of me 'He is happy'.A smile or a
cry of joy is neither true nor false, whereas an avowal is. The
philosophical difficulty here, on Wittgenstein's view, lies in
obtaining a perspicuous overview of the interplay between the
variousfunctionsof avowals (among which are its expressive and
assertoricfunctions).
Blackburnis certainly right that Wittgenstein thinks that the
linguistic form of avowals masks their expressive function.
Blackburn'sformulafor readingWittgenstein,however, tends in
the direction of hearing him say that philosophical clarity is
achievedby simply exchangingone understandingof the function
of avowals for another.Thefunctionof a bit of languageis not only
not simply what it appears to be; according to Blackburn's
Wittgenstein,it is in reality not at all what it appearsto be. The
function of a bit of language is ratherto be identified with that
functionwhich is maskedby its linguistic form. Putnam'sformula
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for reading Wittgensteinrests on trying to bring out how much
philosophicaltroublewe get into when we starttalking about 'the
functionof a bit of language'.Those language-gameswhichpuzzle
us most when we are doing philosophy, according to Putnam's
Wittgenstein,arepreciselythose thatpossess the most complex and
multi-layeredstructure-a structurewhich enables them to serve
variouskinds of functionat once. The philosophicaltrickthen lies
in seeing how, in a given case, within a set of apparentlymutually
exhaustive accounts of a particularregion of discourse (ethics,
mathematics,avowals),each alternativeaccountcontains,andeach
occludes, a piece of the whole truth.
Putnamsays 'theWittgensteinianstrategy'is to try to show how
there can be such a thing as correctness in ethics and in
mathematics,but not by tryingto impose a singlepattern or model
on all regions of discourse,but ratherby trying to understandthe
life we lead with our concepts in each of these distinct areas.But
an appreciationof what correctness comes to in each of these
distinct areas turns on an appreciationof the distinctive way in
which each of these regions of our discourse is interwovenwith
those portionsof our discoursewhere talk of truth,knowledge and
the rest seems least problematic. When Wittgenstein, in his
Remarkson the Foundations of Mathematics,says that a certain
species of realismis the hardestthingin philosophy,19this does not,
accordingto Putnam,referto the task of findinga way to shoehorn
the diverse regions of ourdiscourseinto a single general 'realistic'
accountof the relationbetweenlanguageandreality(suchthateach
region of languageis accordedits own region of realityfor it to be
'about'); ratherit refers to the task of providing a fully realistic
depictionof the ways in whichthe differentregionsof ourdiscourse
are inextricablyentangledin one another.Thus when Wittgenstein
speaks of realism in philosophy, he means the word not in the
philosopher'ssense (as an accountof some domain of fact that is
out there anyway and which providesa targetfor thoughtto hit or
fall shortof), butratherin somethingmorelike the novelist's sense
(i.e. a faithfulnessto the complexityof everyda realityin depicting
our lives with one anotherand in the world).2
19. Remarkson the Foundationsof Mathematics(Oxford:Blackwell, 1967), VI, ?23.
20. For an elaborationof this suggestion concerninghow to understandwhatWittgenstein
meanswhen he says he aspiresto realismin philosophy,see chapterI of CoraDiamondThe
Realistic Spirit(CambridgeMa.: MITPress, 1991).
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V

Quietism?Given that Putnam'sWittgensteinfalls into neitherthe
first nor the second of the clusters of interpretations of
Wittgenstein'slater work that Blackburnallows for, the question
arises as to how he fares with respect to the third. Here is how
Blackburncharacterizesthe third:
wantselementsfromthesecond
Thethirdclusterof interpretations
and from the first. It properlyremembersWittgenstein'slove of

motley.But it leavesno unfinishedbusiness-afterall, how can
withhishostilityto theideathatphilosophyis trying
Wittgenstein,
to findexplanations
of anything,admitto a featureof ourlanguage
The trueWittgengames thatneeds philosophicalexplanation?
steinianreactionisjustto findmoremotley....[This]is truetomuch
in Wittgenstein,
yet its problemis obvious:it deniesWittgenstein
any wordsto say whathe wantedaboutthe differencesthatthe
position startsby celebrating.21

The third cluster wants to combine an element from the second
clusterwith an element from the first:from the second it keeps the
idea thatWittgensteinwants to show us how very differentethical
or mathematicalpropositionsarefrom empiricaldescriptions(that
he wantsto teachus differences),fromthe firstit keeps the idea that
he takes us as far as we should want or need to go in philosophy
(thathe leaves no unfinishedbusiness).The problem,accordingto
Blackburn,is that these elements cannot be combined without
furtherado: a mere exhibitionof differencescannotby itself solve
the very problemswhich force themselves upon us as soon as we
take these differences to heart (problemssuch as: how can mere
ejaculationsdon the garbof assertions?).Blackburncongratulates
Wittgensteinon having unearthedsome interestingand important
philosophicalproblems;but for this very reasonhe is perplexedby
Wittgenstein'sapparentrefusalto engage in the sortof constructive
philosophizingthat (Blackburntakes it) these very problemscry
out for.
This renders the following exegetical question urgent for
Blackburn: if grammatical investigation consists in a mere
exhibition of differences, and if Wittgenstein's grammatical
investigationsunearthpuzzling philosophicalquestions,then why
21. Blackburn,op. cit., pp. 589-90.
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does Wittgenstein think that, after having completed his
grammatical investigations, he leaves no unfinished business?
There is one answer to this question which has of late become
somethingof an interpretativecommonplace:Wittgenstein,we are
told, espouses quietism. This is evidently the answer which
Blackburnhas in mind here. Elsewhere he offers the following
characterizationsof quietism:
[T]he attitudewhich I christenquietismor dismissiveneutralism...
urges thatat some particularpoint the debateis not a real one, and
thatwe are only offered, for instance,metaphorsand images from
which we can profitas we please.22
[Q]uietism... [is] the doctrine associated with Wittgenstein that
there is no standpoint from which to achieve the traditional
philosophicalgoal of a theoryaboutsome concept or another(e.g.
truth,experience).23

Is Putnam'sWittgensteina quietist?If one rests with the characterizations of quietism provided in these passages, the question is
difficultto answer.For thereis an unclarityin expressionssuch as
'urgingthatthe debate [aboutX] is not a real one' and '[asserting]
that there is no standpointfrom which to achieve the goal [of
providinga theory aboutX]'-an unclaritywhich has done much
to obstruct the possibility of an encounter with Wittgenstein's
philosophy.
One way of understandingthese expressionsis to take quietism
to be (to borrow Blackburn's apt phrase) a form of dismissive
neutralism. There is a debate we might engage in, but, while
remaining neutral towards the parties currentlyso engaged, we
quietistsroundlydismiss the entireactivityof so engagingoneself.
Quietism, thus understood, is a call for renunciation:there is
somethingwhich would be partakingin the debatein question,but
the quietist urges us instead not to partake;there is something
which would be attaining to the philosophical 'standpoint' in
question, but the quietist urges us instead not to try to attain it.
'Quietism' is an apt label for such a call for renunciation.The
original quietists, followers of the Spanish mystic Michaelis de
Molinos, were participantsin the seventeenth-centuryCatholic
22. Spreadingthe Word(Oxford:OxfordUniversityPress, 1984), p. 146.
23. Simon Blackburn,The OxfordDictionary of Philosophy (Oxford:Oxford University
Press, 1984), p. 315.
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CounterReformation.They sought to withdrawfrom the world of
the senses, to abstain from outward activity, and to absorb
themselves in continuous passive devotional contemplationand
prayer,hoping by this means graduallyto effect an annihilationof
the will (and therewith to attain beatitude). For the original
quietists, there was, of course, a clear standingalternativeto the
rigoursof theirascetic spiritualdiscipline:namely,indulgingin an
ordinarylife of activityandabsorptionin the worldof the sensesan alternativewhich most people embraced,but which they chose
to renounce.24A quietist reading of Wittgensteinsimilarly takes
thereto be a clearstandingalternativeto the master'sascetic credo:
indulging in an activity of constructive philosophizing-an
alternativewhich most philosophersembrace,but which the true
Wittgensteinianchooses to renounce.This fits in nicely with the
thought that Wittgenstein'steaching means to leave us with no
unfinished business. If we are true disciples of Wittgensteinian
quietism we will have no stomach for the business that the
unconvertedfeel we leave unaddressed.To say that Wittgenstein
espouses quietism, so understood,is to say that there is a form of
activity thathe thinkswe might engage in, but he urges us instead
not to engage in it, urgingus insteadjust to stop-and to renounce
the activity altogether.25
Given such an understanding of quietism, is Putnam's
Wittgensteina quietist?No. To see why not, consideran alternative
way of resolving the unclarityin the expressions that Blackburn
employs in his characterizationof quietism (such as 'urging that
the debate [aboutX] is not a real one' and '[asserting]thatthereis
no standpointfromwhich to achieve the goal [of providinga theory
aboutX]'). On this alternativeunderstanding,the aim is not merely
24. The term 'quietism'first came into professionalphilosophy,as far as I know, through
Schopenhauerwho thoughtthe followers of Molinos were on to something, and was thus
happyto declare:'[I]f, in thejudgementof contemporaries,the paradoxicalandunexampled
agreementof my philosophy with quietism...appearsan obvious stumblingblock, yet I, on
the otherhand,see in this very agreementa proof of its sole accuracyandtruth.'(The World
As WillandAs Representation,Vol. II, New York,NY: Dover, 1958; p. 615).
25. Various reasons can be (and have been) given for why Wittgensteinmight think we
should heed such a call for renunciation(e. g. there are reasons to think we will never be
able to succeed in the activity in question, the activity itself is a frivolous one, etc.). It is
immaterialto my purposesto enterinto this level of detail. As soon as one thinksone owes
an answer to the question 'Why does Wittgenstein think we ought to try to leave off
philosophizing?', one's reading of Wittgenstein qualifies as quietist in the sense here
outlined.
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to urge that we leave off debatinga certainquestion, but to show
thatthereis no questionto debate-to show thata certainapparent
debate'is not a realone', thatthe formsof wordswe avail ourselves
of when we seek to describe the standpoint in question only
apparentlydescribe a standpoint.Thus the aim is not simply to
withdrawfromthe debate,but ratherto attemptto bringthe debate
to a satisfactoryresolution.Thus Putnamwrites:
Wittgenstein...
didnot wishto sweepanyproblemunderthe rug;
whathe was rathertryingto do is see just whatpicture'holdsus
captive'-to findtherootsof ourconvictionthatwe havea genuine
problem,andto enableus to see thatwhenwe tryto stateclearly
whatit is, it tumsoutto be a nonsenseproblem.(p. 252)
A very differentway of understandingWittgenstein,from any of
the threefor which Blackburnallows, is encoded in this passage.
Putnam'sWittgensteindivergesfrom (whatI have been calling)
quietism in the following seven respects: (1) his philosophical
practiceis not exhaustedby the activity of merely describingthe
differencesbetweenlanguage-games;partlybecause (2) genuinely
graspingwhatsuch differencescome to itself requiresan extensive
positive effort of understanding(one of 'tryingto understandthe
life we lead with our concepts in each of these distinctareas'), and
because (3) the achievement of such understandingis itself in
service of an ulteriorelucidatoryaim-one of enabling us to see
something about ourselves:26that sometimes we mean nothing
when we thinkwe mean something(if 'we try to stateclearly what
the problem is, it turns out to be a nonsense problem');27this
activity of elucidationitself presupposesan equally extensive task
of diagnosis ('tryingto see just what picture"holdsus captive"to find the roots of our conviction that we have a genuine
problem');thus (5) when a problemis made to disappearit is not
becausewe succeedin avertingourgaze fromthe problem,leaving
it unaddressed,butbecausetheproblemitself is madeto disappear;
hence (6) we are not called upon to renounceanything(but rather
to see thatthereis nothingto renouncewherewe thoughtthatthere
26. Where it is importantthat this is somethingthat each person, in each such case, must
come to see for him- or herself.
27. None of Blackburn's three clusters allows one to see how Wittgenstein's own
descriptionsof his aim in philosophy (in passages such as Philosophical Investigations,
?464) could be anythingbut misdescriptions.
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was something);28and, finally, (7) these twin philosophicaltasks
of understandingand elucidationnever come to an end-each of
us, necessarily always under the pressureof taking thought,will
necessarily always provide the philosopher(in each of us and in
each other) with plenty of unfinishedbusiness.29
VI
Wittgensteinon Hardy. The text on which Putnam leans most
heavily in his discussion is Lectures XXV and XXVI of
Wittgenstein's 1939 CambridgeLectures on the Foundations of
Mathematics.It is clearwhy the 1939 lecturesprovidean attractive
text for Putnam's purposes. In those lectures, Wittgenstein is
concerned both to deny precisely what 'realists' (in Blackburn's
sense of the word) affirmand to deny what anti-realistsaffirm.Or,
to put the point positively, in those lectures Wittgenstein is
concerned to affirm both (1) that the kind of relation that
mathematicalpropositionsbearto realityis of an entirelydifferent
sort than that of empiricalpropositions;and (2) that this does not
mean that we should conclude that talk of the truthor falsity of
mathematicalpropositionsis a misleadingfafon de parler.
In LectureXXV, Wittgensteinbegins by consideringa remark
of G. H. Hardy's:
ConsiderProfessorHardy'sarticle('MathematicalProof') andhis
remarkthat 'to mathematicalpropositionsthere corresponds-in
some sense, however sophisticated-a reality'.30(The fact thathe
28. The following passages can be read as a disavowal of (what I have been calling)
quietism:
[P]hilosophydoes not lead me to any renunciation,since I do not abstainfrom saying
something,but ratherabandona certaincombinationof words as senseless....
If I am correct,then philosophicalproblemsmust be completely solvable....
If I say: here we are at the limits of language,then it always seems as if resignationwere
necessary,whereason the contrarycomplete satisfactioncomes, since no questionremains.
The problems are dissolved in the actual sense of the word-like a lump of sugar in
water.(Philosophical Occasions, Indianapolis,IN: Hackett, 1993, pp. 161, 181, 183).
29. Wittgensteinnevercomes closeto saying 'My aimin philosophyis to leave no unfinished
business' or anythingof the sort! In my introductionto Putnam'sRealism with a Human
Face (Cambridge,Ma.: HarvardUniversityPress, 1990), I discuss some of the passages in
his work which have occasioned such a misreadingand why it is essential to (Putnam's
understanding of) Wittgenstein's conception of philosophy that it necessarily leave
unfinishedbusiness.
30. What Hardy actually says is: '[Mathematicaltheorems]are, in one sense or another,
howeverelusive andsophisticatedthatsense may be, theoremsconcerningreality...'(Hardy,
'MathematicalProof', Mind38 (1929); p. 18). Hardydoes not anywherein this articlespeak
of a 'correspondenceto reality'!
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said it does not matter;what is importantis thatit is a thing which
lots of people would like to say.)
Takenliterally,this seems to mean nothing at all-what reality?I
don'tknow whatthis means.But it is obvious whatHardycompares
mathematicalpropositionswith: namely physics.31

Hardy thinks that mathematicsis about mathematicalfeaturesof
reality in the same way that physics is aboutphysical featuresof
reality.The view that Wittgensteinhere ascribes to Hardynicely
parallels the one that we earlier saw Lovibond ascribe to
Wittgenstein:the truthor falsity of a particularsort of statement
dependson whetherthe statementin questionaccuratelydescribes
or representsthe relevant sorts of features of reality. Hardy says
that the truth(or falsity) of mathematicalstatementsdepends on
theircorrespondence(or lack of correspondence)to mathematical
reality.Hardy'spictureis the same as thatof Blackburn's'realist':
mathematics and physics have different subject-matters,but in
each of these regions of discourselanguagefunctionsin a parallel
way. Its function in each case is to describe the corresponding
region of reality.Wittgensteincontinues:
Suppose we said first, 'Mathematicalpropositionscan be true or
false.' The only clearthing aboutthis would be thatwe affirmsome
mathematicalpropositionsanddeny others.If we thentranslatethe
words 'It is true...' by 'A reality correspondsto...'-then to say a
reality correspondsto them would say only that we affirm some
mathematicalpropositions and deny others. We also affirm and
deny propositionsaboutphysical objects.-But this is plainly not
Hardy's point. If this is all that is meant by saying that a reality
correspondsto mathematicalpropositions,it would come to saying
nothing at all, a mere truism:if we leave out the question of how
corresponds,or in what sense it corresponds.32

According to Wittgenstein, when Hardy says that a reality
correspondsto mathematicalpropositions,he wants to be saying
more thanjust thatwe affirmsome mathematicalpropositionsand
deny others.He wants to be saying how, or in what sense, a reality
corresponds;and his answer to that question is: in the same way
that empirical features of reality correspond to empirical
propositions.
31. Wittgenstein'sLectures on the Foundations of Mathematics: Cambridge, 1939, ed.
Cora Diamond (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1976) [henceforthreferredto as
LFM];p. 239.
32. LFM,p. 239.
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It is Wittgenstein'scriticismof this idea thatPutnamis centrally
concernedto elucidatein his essay:
wasscornfulof theideathattalkof numbersorsetsis
Wittgenstein
analogousto talkof objects.33
Weshouldnotthinkthatset theory
has discoveredan unimaginablylarge 'universe'of intangible
objects;thisis all confusion....
Wittgensteinclaimed thatit is nonsense to say thatfollowing rules
involves a specialrelationto mental(or Platonic)objects.Can'tone

respond,'thenwhatdoesmakethesesortsof claimstrue'?Isn'tthat
a real question?Are you praisingWittgensteinfor ignoringit?
But this supposed 'real question' rests on the following picture:
truth is what results when a statement 'is made true by' (or
'corresponds to') something. But, while that picture fits some
statements, for example, the statement that a sofa is blue may
'correspond'to a certain blue sofa on a particularoccasion-it
doesn't fit otherfamiliarstatementswithoutstrain.(pp. 247, 253)

Putnam'sway of summarizingWittgenstein'spoint here is to say
that we have a certainpicture,derived from the case of empirical
description(and,in particular,from physics), of what it is for truth
to result when a statement'is made true by' (or 'correspondsto')
something; and, althoughwe do (and should feel free to continue
to) speak of mathematicalstatementsas being true or false, we go
awry when we try to extendthis pictureof what it is for something
'to correspondto a reality'to mathematics.
A little lateron, Putnamwrites:
[W]hat of the question, 'Are mathematicalpropositions about
reality?'I remindyou of Wittgenstein'sremarkthat our paradigm
of a realityis the thises andthatswe canpointto.34As we get farther
and fartheraway from away from these, our 'hold' on the notion
weakens. This is not to say that the only realities there are [are]
observables,but it is to say thatthe less what we are talking about
is analogousto the thises andthatswe can point to, the less sense it
has to ask about whetherwhat we are talking about is or is not a
'reality'. (pp. 261-2)

Thispassagesuggeststhatinsofaras we aretalkingabout'thethises
andthatswe can pointto' it makesperfectsense to speakof a reality
to which our talk corresponds;but, as we move fartherand farther
away from this particularlanguage game-from this particular
33. Putnamhere footnotes LectureXXVI of LFM.
34. Putnamhere footnotes the beginningof LectureXXV, LFM,p. 240.
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'paradigmof a reality'-it makesless andless sense (even in those
regions of our talk where we distinguishbetween truthand falsity)
to speakof a realityto which our talk corresponds.
Thoughthis touches on a centralfeatureof whatWittgensteinis
up to in the Lectureson the Foundationsof Mathematics,it is not
quite a faithfulparaphraseof whatWittgensteinsays in the passage
in question.What he says is:
We have here a thing which constantlyhappens.The words in our
language have all sorts of uses; some very ordinaryuses which
come into one's mind immediately,and then again they have uses
which aremore and moreremote....A wordhas one or more nuclei
of uses which come into everyone's mind first....
So if you forget where the expression 'a reality correspondsto' is
really at homeWhat is 'reality'?We think of 'reality'as somethingwe can point

to. It is this,that.
Professor Hardy is comparing mathematical propositions to
propositions of physics. This comparison is extremely misleading.35

Wittgenstein'spoint is not that there is a paradigmaticcontext in
which the expression 'a realitycorrespondsto' is at home andif we
deviate too far from thatcontext we necessarilyfail to make sense.
Ratherhis point is that we need to distinguishdifferentkinds of
things we can (and do) mean by this expression. We can deviate
very far from this (paradigmatic)context and still make sense.
Thereareperfectlygood thingsthatwe can meanby calling on this
expression in the context of talking aboutmathematics.Since we
(rightly)feel thatthereis somethingto be meantwhen we call upon
this expressionin the context of talkingaboutmathematics,we are
not going to be (norshouldwe be) satisfiedby someone who comes
along andtells us thatwe fail to makesense when we attemptto use
this expressionin this context.
Putnamis quiteright,nevertheless,thatWittgensteinthinksthat
thereis a dangerthat,in ourphilosophizingaboutmathematics,we
will end up employing the expression 'a realitycorrespondsto' in
a way that fails to make sense; and this is indeed what he thinks
happensin Hardy'scase. But his complaintaboutHardyis not that
he strayedtoo farfroma certainparadigmaticuse of the expression.
(In a sense it is the opposite:that Hardyis unableto free himself,
35. LFM,pp. 239-40.
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when employingthe expressionin anutterlydifferentcontext,from
imagining that he is somehow still employing it in a way that is
closely akin to its paradigmaticuse.) Wittgenstein'spoint, when
cautioningus aboutthe possibility of strayinginto nonsense when
philosophizing,never takes the form of an injunctionto the effect
that 'you must use this expressionin this way and no otheror else
you will be speakingnonsense.'36The sourceof ourfailureto mean
something, on Wittgenstein'sview, never lies with the form of
words itself. (Indeed,Wittgensteinis a masterat findinga context
which reveals that there is somethingwe might mean after all by
someunusual-and atfirstnotobviouslyintelligible-combination
of words.) The trouble, according to him, comes when we
unwittinglyruntogetherdistinctsortsof uses to which such a form
of words mightbe put.
Wittgensteintouches on this topic at the beginningof the above
passage. ('A word has one or more nuclei of uses which come into
everyone's mind first.') Wheneverwe fail carefullyto distinguish
between the possible uses to which an expression can be put, the
tendency will be to have a certain 'nucleus of use' come into our
minds, occluding and distorting our view of the expression's
alternative possible uses.37 What happens when we are thus
'bewitched' by a nuclear use of an expression is, according to
Wittgenstein,thatwe end up tryingto be in two language-gamesat
once (and therefore not quite in either): in the (philosophically
puzzling)language-gamewhich we aretryingto understandand,at
the same time, in the (nuclear)one which the expression-viewed
in isolation from its use-calls immediatelyto our mind.We view
the formeruse throughthe lens of the latter,andbecome puzzledby
the featuresof the latter sort of case which are missing from the
former.
When, in doing philosophy of mathematics,we call upon the
expression 'a realitycorrespondsto', thenwhatwe inevitablythink
of, Wittgensteinsays, is the sortof 'reality'thatwe canpoint to (and
about which we can say: 'It is this, that.').38When we then try to
36. To the extent thathe has an injunctionto offer at all at this level of generality,it would
be betterput thus: 'Say whateveryou like, as long as you don't confuse yourself!'.
37. This can happeneven when the core or nuclearuse in questionhas an utterlyunrelated
grammarfrom that of the use of the expression to which we presentlywish to attend;and
even when the alternativeuse is of a firmlyestablishedand familiarnature.
38. This is the point of the remark('What is "reality"?We thinkof "reality"as something
we canpoint to. It is this, that') which Putnammisunderstands.
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go on and understandwhat it means when one says 'mathematics
correspondsto reality', we try to understandwhat is meanton the
model of the sortof relationthat'Thereis a sofa in my living-room'
bears to the state of affairs that it is about. The solution here,
according to Wittgenstein, lies not in denying (a'la the logical
positivists) that there is somethingto be meant by such a way of
talking, but by showing what can be meant by it. Wittgenstein
devotes the next severallecturesof Lectureson the Foundationsof
Mathematicsto providingan overview (whathe, in Philosophical
Investigations, later calls a perspicuous representation)of the
differentthings thatone might meanby the expression 'statements
of such-and-suchtype correspond to (or: are responsible to) a
reality'. This requires distinguishing, among other things, the
varioussorts of things this expressioncan mean when it is applied
to mathematicalstatements39,andthe varioussortsof thingsit can
mean when it is applied to other sorts of statements.The use to
which Hardyattemptsto put the expressionis to be seen in the end
as a confused attemptto amalgamateseveral of these available
possibilities of use in such a way as to fail in the end to be saying
anythingat all.
VII
The importanceof mixedstatements.'Science', Putnamobserves,
'doesn't divide into a part which is empiricaland a differentpart
which is mathematics.It contains 'mixed statements',statements
which are empirical but which speak of... functions and their
derivativesas well as of physical entities' (p. 250).
Even if we concede that propositionsof pure mathematicsare
not aboutreality in the same way thatpropositionsof physics are
aboutreality,what aboutthe case of mixed statements?Are we to
conclude that such statementsare 'about'physical entities, but are
not 'about'functionsandtheirderivatives?In LectureXXVI of the
1939 lectures, to which Putnam refers us in this connection,
39. There is one thing that such an expression might perfectly well be taken to mean that
Wittgensteinmentionsin these lecturesonly in orderto putaside-the case of (whathe calls)
'mathematicalresponsibility':'Given certainprinciplesandlaws of deduction,you can say
certainthingsandnot others.'He takesthis to be a kindof responsibilitywhich mathematical
propositions can only bear to one another,ratherthan to something over and above the
mathematicalframeworkitself. Thus he goes on to say: 'But it is a totally differentthing to
ask: "And now what is all this responsible to?"' (LFM, p. 240). By the time he writes
PhilosophicalInvestigations,he has gained a muchdeeperappreciationof how puzzlement
aboutthe sheerpossibilityof normativeconstraintas such can help fuel a platonistappealto
a 'super-reality'.
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Wittgensteinresists this conclusion: '[M]athematicalpropositions
do nottreatof numbers.Whereasa propositionlike "Therearethree
windows in this room"does treatof the number3.'40Wittgenstein
insists, however, that we must be careful here to distinguish
betweenthe sense in which mixed statements'treatof' numbers(or
functions and their derivatives)and the sense in which they 'treat
of' physical entities. His route to this point is a characteristically
roundaboutone.
LectureXXVI begins, ratherpeculiarly,as follows:
If one talks about a reality corresponding to mathematical
propositions and examines what that might mean, one can
distinguishtwo very differentthings.
(1) If we talk of an experientialproposition,we might say a reality
correspondsto it, if it is trueand we can assertit.
(2) We may say that a reality correspondsto a word, say the word
'rain'-but then we mean somethingquite different.This word is
used in 'it rains', which may be trueor false; and also in 'it doesn't
rain'. And in this latter case if we say 'some phenomenon corresponds to it', this is queer. But you might still say something
correspondsto it; only then you have to distinguishthe sense of
'corresponds'.41

What does Wittgensteinmean when he says 'we may say that a
reality correspondsto a word'?He is here inventinga new way of
speaking-one which he hopes will provide a useful point of
comparison when considering what it might mean to say of
mathematical propositions that they correspond to-or are
responsibleto-a reality.Wittgensteincontinues:
We can explain the use of the words 'two', 'three', and so on. But
if we were asked to explain what the reality is which corresponds
to 'two', we should not know what to say. This? [Wittgenstein
raisedtwo fingersandpointedto them.]But isn't it also six, or four?
We have certain words such that if we were asked, 'What is the
reality which corresponds?', we should all point to the same
thing-for example, 'sofa', 'green', etc. But 'perhaps','and', 'or',
'two', 'plus' are quite different.42
If you were asked what reality corresponds to words such as 'sofa'
and 'green', then you might answer by simply pointing to a sofa
40. LFM, p. 250.
41. LFM, p. 247.
42. LFM,p. 248.
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or to somethinggreen;but in the case of words such as 'perhaps',
'and', 'plus' or 'two', you would be at a loss as to what to point to.
Wittgensteinsuggests that we say of such words that the reality
which correspondsto them is our having a use for them; and he
suggests that this is analogous to something one might mean in
talking of the reality which corresponds to a proposition of
mathematics:
So withthesewords'and','or', etc., we can say thatthe reality
to themis thatwe havea use forthem.
whichcorresponds
WhatI wantto sayis this.If onetalksof therealitycorresponding
of mathematics
orof logic,it is likespeakingof
to thepropositions
to thesewords-'two' or 'perhaps'-more
a realitycorresponding
to thesentence'It
thanit is like talkingof a realitycorresponding
rains'....
Tosay 'Arealitycorresponds
to "2+ 2 = 4"'is likesaying'Areality
to "two"'.It is like sayinga realitycorresponds
to a
corresponds
rule,whichwouldcometo saying:'Itis a usefulrule,mostusefulwe couldn't do withoutit for a thousandreasons,notjust one.'43

Wittgenstein,at the end of LectureXXV, suggests that we can
speakof 'a realitycorrespondingto a rule'. Yet,he says thereof this
correspondencethat it won't be 'of the kind we first expect', but
ratherwill lie in the rule being of such a sort that it is rendered
importantandjustified by all sorts of facts-facts aboutthe world
andaboutus-so thatwe shall not want(andperhapsmay not even
know what it would mean) to do withoutit. We are thus presented
with the following suggestionfor what it is for thereto be a reality
correspondingto a rule:for thereto be any numberof facts (mostly
of a very general-and thereforeeasily overlooked-nature) about
us and aboutthe world which make it very useful to have the rule
as part of the overall package of thought and language which
providesus with our means of description.Wittgensteintakes this
way of thinking about how rules can be responsible to reality to
provide a way of understandingwhat it might mean to say of a
mathematicalpropositionthatit correspondsto a reality.Building
on this suggestion,in LectureXXVI, he drawsattentionto some of
the differences between activities in which we first lay the
groundworkfor our means of description and employments of
language which then go on to deploy those means of description.
43. LFM,p. 249.
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'You might say' that mathematicalpropositionsare in this respect
more akin to 'preparationsfor a use of language', and can be
thought of in this respect as 'partof the apparatus of language'
ratherthan 'part of the applicationof language'.44Wittgenstein
goes on to say:
It is the whole system of arithmeticwhich makes it possible for us
to use '900' as we do in ordinarylife. Itprepares '900' for the work
it has to do. In this sense, mathematicalpropositionsdo not treatof
numbers.Whereasa propositionlike 'Thereare three windows in
this room' does treatof the number3.45

In this sense of 'propositions treat of numbers', coming to
understandthe sense in which propositionscan treat of numbers
requiresfirst understandingthe role mathematicsplays in mixed
statements-even such elementarymixed statementsas 'Thereare
threewindows in this room'.
There are diverse kinds of mixed statements-diverse ways in
which mathematical rules and methods are integrated into
empiricalstatements,anddiverseways in which mathematicaland
non-mathematicallanguage-gamesinterweavewith one anotheras many as the sorts of applicationmathematicshas in our lives. It
is this diversity of function to which Wittgensteinthinkswe need
to attend,not merely in orderto wallow in the motley,but because
it is the interplayof these functions which occasions our puzzlement. Despite the tremendousdifferences at the level of detail,
Wittgenstein'streatmentof mathematicscan in this respectbe seen
in its generalapproachto parallelhis treatmentof avowals (outlined
in section IV). In bothcases, he seeks to show how non-descriptive
and descriptive dimensions of language are intertwinedin-and
interdependenton-one another.In the case of mathematics,what
this means is thathe seeks to uncoverthe diverse kinds of ways in
which mathematicsbecomes embedded in forms of description.
Two kinds of example come in for special attentionin this regard
in Lectureson the Foundationsof Mathematics:(1) ways in which
the formulationof a kindof ideal case enablesus to describevarious
actualcases as departuresof one or anothersortfromthe ideal; and
(2) ways in which mathematics is integrated into the body of
standards for carrying out methods of arriving at descriptive
propositions(as, for example,in locating miscountsor mistakesin
44. LFM, p. 249.
45. LFM,p. 250.
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measurement).The point of such examples is to help us 'break
free', as Putnamputs it, 'of the picturethat if a statementis true
there must be a something which 'makes' it true' (p. 252)-the
picturethattheremustbe a separateregion of realityto which each
region of assertoricdiscoursecorresponds.Eachof these examples
are meant to underscorehow mathematicalpropositions can be
broughtto bear on 'a reality' (not by describinghow things are in
some extra-empiricalregion of reality,but rather)by enablingthe
myriadkindsof applicationwhich constituteintegralaspectsof the
frameworkwithinwhich the activityof empiricaldescriptiontakes
place.
VII
Conclusion.The point of providingthe precedingbrief overview
of Lectures XXV and XXVI of Lectures on the Foundations of
Mathematics is to provide textual evidence for the following
exegetical claim: in his discussion of the question of whether
mathematicalpropositions 'correspondto' a reality,Wittgenstein
aims to conclude neither(1) thatthey simply do correspondin the
same way thatany otherpropositiondoes, nor (2) thatthey simply
don't, nor(3) thatit would be a good idea to abstainfromanswering
the question. Each of Blackburn'sthree interpretativestrategies
fails to accountfor large stretchesof the text. Yet each of them can
also point to stretches of the text which, taken in isolation from
Wittgenstein's larger aims, will appear to support their interpretation.All three strategies share a common assumption:that
Wittgensteintakesus to understand'thequestion'as posed. (Hence
the three interpretativestrategies appear to exhaust the logical
space of possible responses:the questionas posed can be answered
in only one of threeways-affirmatively, negatively,or evasively.)
WhereaswhatWittgensteindoes insteadis to begin by showing us
the diverse questions we might be asking, when calling upon the
words which we take to express the question-showing us thaton
some understandingsof what we might be asking the answer is
affirmative,on othersnegative;and thatthereis no answerto 'the
question' as posed, because there is no clear question but only a
form of words hovering indeterminatelybetween these diverse
possibilities of use.46
46. I am indebtedto David Finkelsteinfor conversationson these topics.
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